InkjetPro Revivawall
self adhesive fabric is
set to revolutionize the
aqueous wide format
printing industry.
Unlike self adhesive signage vinyls that easily
scratch or have poor color, Revivawall uses
fine woven pure polyester fibre and a high
quality photographic inkjet coating to make
durable bright colors using unmodified wide
format machines.
Printable on almost any 36 inch (914mm)
or wider pigment inkjet printer from Epson,
Canon or HP this new material features a low
ink usage receptor combined with a special
removable adhesive that won’t strip the paint
or leave a residue on most painted surfaces.
Image: Revivawall 42 inch panels without coating
adhered to a domestic plaster wall – butt joined.
Printer: Canon 9100.

Revivawall. The wallpaper revolution!
Just print, peel apart and stick directly to the wall. No Stretching!

ARCHIVAL QUALITY every where you use it.
Revivawall can be used for
human silhouette figures
in the kids playroom,
wallpaper for the living
room, temporary signage
for the office, backlights
or the display of large art
murals in public spaces.

Used in any form Revivawall, is the ultimate display material as its so easy to
print and send to the customer in rolls for them to assemble. When applied
to a clean acrylic painted wall or smooth laminate its takes just a few
minutes to peel it apart and smooth down the image. When you are finished
simply peel it off the wall and use it again!

Where ever you choose to
use Revivawall, you can be
assured that the printed
image is archival when
printed with pigment inks
and is water resistant with
those inks.

Be part of our revolution – if you currently print on canvas or have a pigment
wide format machine then increase your revenue without the need for any
extra hardware by using Revivawall on almost any suitable flat surface.

Image: Silhouette (cut-out)
figures Revivawall 36 inch
panels uncoated and butt
joined. Printer: Epson 9800

Be part of the Revivawall revolution.

Below: Wallpaper Artist Bill Sayers applying
InkjetPro Revivawall with overlap joins.

How DO I apply Revivawall Poster?
Like all painting or wallpapering the preparation of the
surface is critical. Revivawall is made to be easily removable
on normal clean and dry non porus painted surfaces. If you
have a freshly painted plaster wall then its usually no more
than a peel and stick down, pushing out any air bubbles as
you go for a temporary sign, silhouette or poster.
And remember Revivawall is removable – not just from
the wall but from itself! Should you inadvertently let the
uncovered adhesive stick to itself during application all is
not lost – just gently peel apart.
Messy wallpaper adhesives are gone forever and the
image can be removed without lifting the paint if it is
in good condition.

Features:
Wallpaper Paste Free
Water Resistant
Scratch Resistant
(with correct ink profiles)
Removable – even from itself

Please contact GMS if you need access to a qualified designer or
fitter of digital wallpaper or access to limited edition designs.

Light Fast (with pigment inks)
Low Ink Usage

Below: Wallpaper Artist Bill Sayers
finishes the image with GicléeShield-HF
Matt to improve the color

What About Extra Protection or
if the Revivawall won’t stick?

Bright Colors
Flexible

The woven polyester nature of Revivawall makes
pigment inks stronger to the touch so extra protection
isn’t normally needed. But just like our InkjetPro Canvas
products, coating Revivawall makes the color much
deeper and the surface even stronger.
InkjetPro GicléeShield–HF performs the dual roll of coating
and edge adhesive for Revivawall. Should the underlying
surface or edges provide poor adhesion so the edges lift
or curl - either spraying or rolling a thin coat of Inkjetpro
GicléeShield–HF should eliminate the problem.

Matched edge adhesives
and over coatings
External use coat with
Aquathane-UV
Detailed Instructions
Custom low ink color profiles.

For external usage Aquathane–UV should be sprayed and
the life expectancy depends on the manufacturers ink,
coating depth and amount of sun.
Please refer to our Technical Bulletin – Step by Step guide
to Revivawall Application for more information.

SPECIFICATIONS:
150 by 600 Denier

But What about Wallpaper?

Sizes

Wallpapering implies a higher quality permanent finish. Many acrylic painted walls, even those only a few
years old have dirt or grease, cracks or other imperfections. Simply place a small piece of Revivawall on your
wall and smooth it down, gently remove it after a few days and see if the image of the paper on the wall is
far from clean.

24 inch (610mm)............................S
36 Inch...........................................
42 Inch...........................................
50 Inch ......................................... S
60 Inch.......................................... S

In most cases a light sanding with 220 grit sandpaper is all that you need to remove the dust and fingermarks
after filling any cracks. Heavily greased wall may require Sugar Soap but please avoid using these degreasing
cleaners if they are not required as they must be thornily removed with clean water before application.
Wallpapering also requires a near seamless join and that means borderless printing. Please Refer to our
Technical Bulletin – Step by Step guide to Revivawall Application. For more information on both butt or
overlap joining using many popular wide format devices.
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